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Daycare fun
Staff photos
Every Wednesday afternoon the "big kids" come
over to play.
They read and romp and ·
sing and play games just like
the "little kids" at the
Bowling Green Day Care
Center at 516 Third St.
It's hard to say who has
the most fun on those afternoons-the members of
the Gamma Sigma Sigma
service sorority at Western
Kentucky University or the
enthusiastic bunch of 3- to 5year-olds they come to
teach.
"Truth be known, I think
we get more out of it than the
kids do," Cathy Ashby, a
junior from Auburn and
president of the sorority,
said abo_ut the chapter's
project for the cause of
literacy.
Miss Ashby said the
volunteers try to interest the

children in word games and
projects and in reading or
listening to stories. When
young attention spans
waver, the Western students
resort to tumbling, singing
and giving piggyback rides.
"As of yet, I hav~n•t seen
anything they don't want to
do. Their favorite thing is
just to be near bigger
people," Miss Ashby said.
Nobody gets left out of
word games·: that involve
songs and hand signs (left).
Melba Lee George, a Cottontown, Tenn. 1- senior, and
Sue Ann Murtay, an Augusta
sophomore/ lead the whole
gang in the fun.
Four~year-old Ronald
Walrath Jr. (below, left)
decides it's his turn to read
for a while, as he tries to
convince Deborah Raye
Shoemaker,
Russellville
sophomore.

a

Seldom passive, the
children tumble with
Gamma )Sigma Sigma
member Donna Galloway
(below, center). "They love
the attention ... .They really
like physical contact," said
the Bowling Green
sophomore, no less enthusiastic herself.
A quieter moment (below,
right) was shared by Vickie
Dukes, a Greenville senior,
and three eager readers . The
3-year-olds, left to right, are
Donna Walrath, daughter of
Ronald Walrath; Kelly
Parker, son of April Parker;
and Melissa Cooper,
daught~r of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Cooper.
Jared Young, (right) 5year-old son of Sandy Young,
offers for insp(tCtiO[! his log
cabin, newlSt<"'"l:reated of
pretzel. _sttt<s; ,glue, ·and- ~
milk cartcm,' ,,
·
· '
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Alpha Phi Omega
OFFICERS

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
AND

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

President ........................................ Mark Harlow
1st. Vice President ................................. Joe Fairleigh
2nd. Vice President .. . .. .. ... .... . . . .... . ....... .. . Tim Appling
Treasurer . . . ... .... .... ....... .... .... . .. . . ... . Dave Lawrence
Sergeant-at-arms . .. .. .......... ........... . .... . .. Dennis Elder

ACTIVES

Spring Formal
April 14, 1978

Tim Appling
Dennis Elder
Bob Ervin
Joe Fairleigh

Mark Harlow
Dave Lawrence
Lee Leach
Mark Onyene Kwu

INACTIVES
Red Carpet Inn

Hal Ballard
Anthony Bombay
Bill Canon

Jerry Johnson

Bowling Green, Kentucky

ADVISORS

"We May Never
Pass This Way
Again"

Larry Leach
Dr. Alan Yungbluth

SWEETHEART
Karen Stokes

David Stokes
Dave Young
Kent Young

PROGRAM
Invocat ion . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... Rose Davis

Gamma Sigma Sigma

Alpha Ph i Omega

OFFICERS

OFFICERS

President . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ... .. . . .. .. ... . . . . . .. .. . .. Cathy Ashby
1st . V ice President . .. . .. .... . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . Nancy Sanders
2nd . V ice President . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . Wendy Poitinger
Recording Secretary . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. Robin Vincent

President . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . Mark Harlow
1st . Vice President. . ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. J oe Fairleigh
2nd. Vice President ... . ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . Tim Appling
Treasurer . ... . . ... . . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . Dave Lawrence
Sergeant-at -arms . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . Dennis Elder

Corresponding Secretary . . . .. . .. . . .. ...... . .. . . .. . Karen St okes
Alumni Secretary . . ... . . . ... ... . . . . ... . .. . . . ... . . . Vickie Dukes
Treasurer . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . ... . . Sue A nn Murray
Historian . . . .. . . .. .... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . Marla Jo King rey
Chaplain .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. Debbie Hancock
Parliamentarian . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . ...... ...... . . .. . . . . Pam Morgan

ACTIVES
DINNER

Welcome . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cathy Jo Ashby
Tim Appling

Cathy Ashby
M ary Jo Baxt er
Constance Caskey
Norma Chapman
Vickie Dukes
Laurel Elms
M elba George
Debbie Hancock
Valerie J ohnst on

Pat King
Marla Jo Kingrey
Pam Morgan
Sue Ann Murray
Karen Owen
Polly Payne
Wendy Poitinger
Bet h Ruby

Nancy Sanders
Robbie Sarles
Debbie Shoemaker
Shelia Smith
Karen Stokes
Karen Sullivan
Dale Turrentine
Annette Vick
Robin Vincent

INACTIVES

Introduction of Guests

DANCE

10:30 .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Crowning of King and Sweetheart

Band .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. ... .. . Freedom

Phylis Cottrell
Cathy Fuller
Linda Grish
Brenda Hurd
Debbie Littlejohn

Renee Litt lejohn
Cheri Lovell
Barbie Manning
Cynthia Martin
Debbie Mayes

Cheryl Owens
Jo Ann Rogers
Cyndia Strain
Nonie White
Jeanine Williams

Cynthia Harper

Tim Appling
Dennis Elder
Bob Ervin
Joe Fairleigh

Mark Harlow
Dave Lawrence
Lee Leach
Mark Onyene Kwu

INACTIVES
Hal Ballard
Anthony Bombay
Bill Canon

Jerry Johnson

ADV ISORS
Larry Leach
Dr. Alan Yungbluth

PLEDGES
Debbie Allen
Linda Bell
Donna Galloway

ACTIVES

Nita Stevenson
Cheryl Turner
Debbie Wilson

ADVISOR S

SWEETHEA RT

Rose Davis
Juanita Dickson

Karen Stokes

KING
Tim Appling

David Stokes
Dave Young
Kent Young
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January 12, 1979

The committee meeting for Spring Formal was called to
order by Donna Galloway, acting chairman. The meeting was
attended by: Dale Turrentine, John Parton, Nita Stevenson,
Donna Galloway, Jerry Johnson, Mark Harlow, nad Cheryl Turner.
Attendance of the APO ' s was discussed. Donna Galloway will
attend the APO meeting on Sunday, January 14 to try to enlist
more help and interest from the fraternity.
The tenta.t:ilve theme is "Stardust" (disco).The set date is
Friday, March 30, 1979. The dinner will be from 7-9 with the
dance after.
Special Committees were reviewed and chairm.ens reminc!ied
of their duties. They are:
Decoration Committee-Chairmen: Debbie Wilson
The committee recomends the color~ silver and red to
aid in setting the disco mood. Decorations should be
started as soon as possible , all help is needed. The
final decisions on decorations will be made at the next
meeting .
Food Committee-Chairmen: Donna Galloway
The dinner will be a buffet catered by the lodge. The
estimated price set by the lodge for the dinner wa s
$7.21 per person.
Programs and Favors Committee-Chairmen: Mary Dee Boemker
The committee suggests that champagne glasses with
ribbons (in the soroity and fraternity colors) be given
as favors . There was discussion by John Parton that an
alternative favor should be found. A lay - out for the
front cover of the program is being taken care of by
Debbie Wilson. Jerry Johnson volunteered to get us
estimates on invitations. It was decided that the
invitations should be R.S.V.P. to enable the committee
to get an approximate count of those attending.
Entertainment Committee-Chairmen: Nonie White
The price of entertainment was set at approximately
$150.00.
The committee suggests an approximate price of $20.00
per couple be set for those attending. :i:: t It was decided that .
one set price should be charged whether or not the dinner was
attended.
The idea of "fillers" was discussed for the time between .
the dimner and the dance . It was suggested that the attending
pledges of both the fraternity and sorori1ly should present a
skit.
The next meeting will be Saturday, January 20 at Grill (11:00).

....uK..,

Lady in waiting
Competing with other students for classes is part of the twice-yearly card game. Beth
Ruby of Louisville said her registration went smoothly, despite the lines.
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Raymond Fecketter Dies
Memorials to Lions Eye Bank
The husband of Denise Fecketter, our fifth
National President, died suddenly in October.
Raymond Fecketter was actively involved
with many charitable organizations in Poughkeepsie, New York, but especially with the
Lions Eye Bank in the state of New York.
A contribution in memory of Raymond
Fecketter has been approved by the National
Board of Directors to be made on behalf of
the members of Gamma Sigma Sigma to the
Lions Eye Bank. If you would like to make a
memorial, tax deductible contribution, make
your check payable to the Lions Eye Bank
and forward it to Ellen Wildes, National
Secretary, Box 246, Amherst, Wisconsin
54406 by February 28. Ellen will forward the
checks received with the sorority's donation
as a contribution from the members of
Gamma Sigma Sigma.

Gamma Sigma Sigma
._

Presents Jerry Lewis
With Check for $30,000
Toe Delta Xi chapter at SMSU is just one of
the many who have joined Jerry in the fight
against muscular dystrophy. Chapters have
been helping in a variety of ways--bowl-a-thons, bike-a-thons, dance marathons--you
name it and they're doing to help raise
needed funds.
Money raised by Gamma Sigma Sigma
goes to support MDA's comprehensive
medical service and research programs. These
funds will help find causes of and cures for
muscular dystrophy and related neuromuscular diseases. And while researchers seek to
find cures, the money also helps MDA
provide patients with orthopedic aids and
services such as wheel chairs, braces and lifts,
family counseling, physical therapy and
recreation at summer and winter camps and
special outings. MDA also maintains over 180
free clinics. Every dollar raised for MDA
becomes a dollar well spent, with almost
eighty-two cents of it going directly for
program services.
Opportunities for involvement in the fight
against muscular dystrophy are limitless and
are not restricted to fund raising. Members can
serve as counselors at MDA's summer and
winter camps and may visit patients on a

Debbie Compton of Southwest Missouri State University presents a check to Jerry Lewis on
the national Broadcast of the Jerry Lewis Telethon for $30,000. The check represented funds
raised by the annual dance marathon sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Phi
Omega at Southwest Missouri State University. Some 213 television stations across the country
carried the twenty-one and one-half hour star-studded show which raised over $26,800,000 for
Jerry's kids.
one-to-one basis. Chapters can also host
patient parties and recreational outings.
Those who have already participated agree
that the good things that result to their chapter
and campus are beyond measure. In addition
to promoting chapter unity, leadership, and
good alumni relations, a project for MDA can
help substantially to enhance a chapter's
image on campus and in the community. One
way it does so is through the Jerry Lewis
Telethon. Chapters which support MDA are
invited to appear on the local broadcast of the
Telethon.
Through MDA's Telethon campus activity
project, some may appear on the national
broadcast of the Telethon . Any college or high
school which raises $15,000 net or more
sends a representative to Las Vegas to
present a check directly to Jerry Lewis. The
student representative is usually chosen from
the organization on campus which raises the
greatest portion of the amount.
Make sure your chapter joins the fight
against muscular dystrophy this year. For
more information, contact your local MDA
office listed in the telephone directory or write
Diane Tracy, Muscular Dystrophy Association, 810 7th Ave., New York, NY 10019.

Late Issues
Unfortunately, the first issue of the Gossip
got to you a little late. The issue was shipped a
week in advance to Mary Scout so that
alumnae chapters in the area could package
and ship them. Somewhere down the line
there was a delay in a UPS office, which
resulted in late delivery to the alums who then
had to reschedule their packaging date. Our
special thanks to Mary Scout, her husband
Pete, and Margie Cochran for handling the
chapter mailings.
Hoorey for calendars and mass mailings.
The next deadline date was included. Thank
you for bearing with us and sending your
material.

Inside
Chapter and colony news, address lists,
photos, little blibs, and other "Gossip"
Not only are we outstanding in service, we're
on top of things in other areas too. Keep
reading and you'll find a Miss Rust, a Student
Government President, a Homecoming finalist, and an Outstanding Service Organization
of the Year.

l

Based on news from Georgia, Tennessee,
Maine, and Missouri, it is evident that many of
you have taken the time to introduce
yourselves and Gamma Sig to women o n
your campus. We have received numero us
reports of pledge classes of 25-50 women and
rejo iced with you at this growing interest in
o ur activities. I am sure that each of you have
your own traditions and formulas for a
successful rush program. But I'm sure you'll
agree that a common ingredient is personal
contact, be it knocking on doors to distribute
Introductory Brochures and invitations; conversation with a classmate or fellow student in
project work; and / or telling about your
Gamma Sig experience at a sign-up table.
As outlined in my last article, one of the
specific goals defined by the NBD for the
coming two years is increased chapter
membership. Over the past few months,
numerous members of the NBD and staff
have been involved in revisions of our
Introductory Brochure and the Pledge Handbook, as well as preparation of sample rush
flyers and posters to assist you in your
membership drives. The new editions of these
publications will be ready for your use in
J anuary. You will h ave the materials in hand
to distribute for follow-up of your presentation
about Gamma Sig. Remember that initially
you must create the interest in learning more
about GSS--you m ust stir the curiosity which
brings a woman to a rush activity. You are
your chapter's best salesperson--your chapter
has provided you with the opportunity to
share yourself with other people--to help
those in need,-to develop friendships on
campus and with sisters throughout the
country. Service to your campus includes
offering to other women the opportunity to
enjoy the benefits and rewards of membership
in our sorority.
· Evaluate now your fall rush program to
assure success in the future. Determine from
your pledges the key ingredients which
attracted them to your sisterhood. Be sure to
include those features in your next venture. In
the meantime, begin now to tell your Gamma
Sig story to those you daily come in contact
with. Invite interested women to join in a
project. It's the picture worth many thousand
words.
By carrying with us each da y our pride in
Gamma Sigma Sigma, others become attracted to the sisterhood developed through
working together in service. By fostering
growth in our membership, we benefit from
the ability to expand our activites. We can
then enhance our "Measures of S uccess" for
When sunset falls upon your day
And fades from o ut the west,
When business cares are put away
And you lie down to rest,
The measure of the day's success
Or failure may be told
In terms of human happiness
And not in terms of gold.
~

tl1r 1.Ehitnr's a

Ex-x-xpansion

Q

Hello, it's good to see you again. Publishing the Gam ma Gossip certainly makes m y day a
bit more challenging now that l am working at a radio station. doing some free lance ~
copy writing and photography. spending m y, spare time at an aduertising agency. and publishing
the Gamma Gossip at the same time. But l m glad to be wo rking. I thrJue o n staying busy. and
I hope you will enjoy the second issue of the year.
~
At the start of 1978. I hope eueryone is excited about working on Literacy. There are jillions ~
of projects that yo u can work on as I'm sure you 'ue fo und by reading the Spotlight.
Speaking of publications, the re has bee n a lo t of reuising of Gam ma Sig publications
/ately--lntroductory Brochures, the Pledge Handbook, the addition of project suggestions to the
Spotlight, and the G.G., which becomes more rewarding to your editor each day. We hope you
like the new looks as they are our way of keeping up with the changing times.
I hope euery o ne of you will continue sending me lists of your projects and actiuities.
newsletters, and ph otographs. As /'ue said before, that is the way we can stay United in Seruice.
Until next time.

::1

Spreading the Word
by Esthe r Brenner
Effective public relations will aid Gamma
Sigma Sigma in fostering goodwill within the
community. Goodwill Is promoted by an
interchange of information between the
community and GSS. The goals of Public
Relations include expanding the organization,
gaining popular support from the general
public and to promote the acceptable public
behavior among members that will gain public
credit.
There are many techniques that can be
used to improve the public image of your
chapter. One procedure is to acquire support
from the community by sending follow-up
notes to an organization after a project is
completed to thank them for helping to make
your project a success. Another is to send
monthly reports of activities to various
organizations you work with or hope to work
with. On campus--keep in touch with all
campus organizations and personnel. Goodwill Is the most effective means of becomin'g
known and liked. Develop a progra m of
service specifically to benefit your immediate
community.
Effective public relations encourages beneficial attitudes among the sisters and enhances
their creativity. All sisters within the chapter
need to be kept aware of what is being done
in order to increase the effectiveness of all
members as ambassadors on and off the job.

Advisor's Spot
by Peg Wepner
Last spring an Advisor Questionnaire was
distributed to all chapters and colonies.
Sixty-five advisors responded representing
sixty-three chapters. From the results of this
survey, goals have been established.
Work has already begun on several of
these objectives which include establishing a
column in the Gamma Gossip, review of the
advisor handbook, develo pment of an advisor
guide for the Staff, development of workshops for chapters and advisors, and improved communication.

Yo ur help in attain ing these goals will be
appreciated. You can do this by letting me
know who your advisors are, especially when
a chapter or colony has a new advisor to keep
the m ailing list up-to-date. Also, communicate
yo ur suggestions or questions to either your
Regional Director or myself. In this way we
will know how best to p repare the advisor
guide and the workshops.
As Advisor Coordinator it is my responsi·
bility to coordinate efforts in reaching the
goals mentioned above. I am looking forward
to working with all of you.
Until next time... keep smiling!!

by Linda Hochstetler
Fall semester proved to be a very busy one
in the expansion of our sorority. Our efforts
have been very successful.
I would like everyone to write and
congratulate o ur ne w colo ny, which is
Gamma Sigma Sigma Colony, Dorward Hall,
University of Maine--Machias, Machias, Maine
04654.
Three groups working on petitions are at
the University of Arkansas, Lincoln University
in Pennsylvania, and Fisk University in
Tennessee. We hope these groups will be
colonies soon. Also, the group at Mercer
University in Florida is working very hard on
its petition.
Martha Lloyd and Gay Bryner are writing
colleges and universities to see if any groups
would be interested in joining Gamma Sig.
Please continue to spread the word about
our sorority.

Circulation
If you are receiving too many or not
enough copies of the G.G ., please let us know
so we can adjust the mailing list.

Concerning Coupons
Betty Crocker coupons can no longer be
cashed in for wheelchairs. Therefore , p lease
do not send anymore coupons to Jean
Zimmerman, who was in charge of the former
project.
A form was included in the Spotlight for
suggestions regarding distribution of coupons
that have already been collected. Any further
questions concerning this matter should be
directed to Maryjane Cass, Service Director.

Houston Area Alumnae members are hard at
work on their Easter Basket project.

s

Introductory Brochures
By now everyone has had a chance to see
our new Introductory Brochure, which was
designed by Sue Becker, former Gamma
Gossip editor.
The brochures are another example of our
new publications' form at designed to update
and strongly project our image.

****************************************·

Literacy

J ANUARY 15 Spotlight distributed
15 Woman of the Year nomination (information mailed)
31 Undergraduate and alumnae chapter and colony reports returned to the
appropriate NBD officers as per instructions mailed with the rep orts

The National Service Project, Literacy, will
be in effect at the beginning of 1978. For lots
of good ideas, look in the Spotlight.

FEBRUARY 1 Pledge Handbooks, Introductory Brochures, and Membership Record Card
15 NBD Report for Fall mailed to chapters, colonies, and NBD
15 Gamma Gossip Deadline date

Correspondence
All correspondence and photographs are
welcomed by the Editor. However, for the
best possible issues, there are a few guidelines
that need to be followed. Photographs print
better if they are sent in black-and-white. If
you have an extremely clear color picture of
an event that you wish to feature, fine. Still,
clear, black-and-white photographs are best
for reproduction. I would like to add that
although I look forward to hearing fro m all of
you, typewritten reports are much easier to
read. Because of this, there is a better chance
of your news being printed correctly. This is
for your benefit.
Again I would like to encourage everyone
to keep me promptly posted of your activities.
Thank you for following these simple
guidelines so that we can work together for a
quality publication.

ICE
MARCH

IRS Forms
If any chapters or colonies receive notices
or forms from the Internal Revenue Service,
please send them directly to Mary Scout, 16
Illinois Trail, Medford, New Jersey 08055.
DO NOT file any tax returns. Mary takes care
of that matter for the entire sorority.

Semi-Annual Reports mailed to chapters and colonies

15 Question and Answer for Alumnae distributed
15 Spotlight distributed
APRIL

Gamma Gossip publication date

MAY
JUNE

30 Undergraduate chapter and colony reports returned to the appropriate NBD
officers a s p er instructions mailed with the reports.
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Poppy State Founders' Day 1977

Edited .in frien dship & service by

Here it's October 15, 1977, our Founders Day
Let's stand up and shout HOORAY! 1
Twenty-five years of sisterhood and sharing
" Poppy Slaters" always first with giving and caring
Octopuses, marionettes, and wheelchair suitcases
Have brought fun and education to many unsuspecting faces.
Literacy now the main project on our minds
We're blooming forth with contributions of all kinds
We've got such talent and energy when we're combined
There's no other chapter more dedicated you can find .
Although Gamma Sigs are separated by many a mile
And the distances traveled to meetings would be hard to compile
We're determined to get sisters new smiles
And to help reduce all those Poppy Flower piles!

DEBBIE BISHOP
20 I W. President No. 110
Greenwood, MS 38930

under the direction of
the Thirteenth Natio nal Board of Directors

-------------------"I do not know what your
destiny will be, but one
thing I know: the only
ones among you who will be
really happy are those who
have sought and found how
to serve."

Elizabeth Robinson
a friend of Gamma Sigma Sigma
written especially for Poppy State Alumnae

Albert Schweitzer

Good things are worth repeating. This article was reprinted from the March, 1972, issue of the
Gamma Gossip.
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Brighten up someone's life today
and you'll brighten up your own.

Dear Friend:
FRIENDSHIP is a footbridge joining isolated bodies together allowing free and confident
passage, sharing what each has, and adding to the sum total ofeach.
To be a friend one must be as tolerant to the other as to himself. Thus the self is made larger
and stronger. A good friend is one who will lend as though giving and repay more than is lent.
Cherish your friends ...they make up man's wealth more surely than gold ...for a man without a
friend is like a cork without a bottle.
It is not necessary to tell a friend you like him. He knows ..But tell him anyway ... Friendship, like
plants, blooms greater when nourished.
Defend your friends
Elevate your friends
Help your friends
and you will find even your enemies will want to be your "FRIENDS".
Anonymous

Welcome Back

What's a Gamma Sig?

Co ngratulations and a welcome go to
This unique "ad " was run in the
Omicron Chapter at the University of
September
20,
79 74 !NDI A NA PENN campus
Minnesota in St. Paul and Mu Chapter at
ilJ/eresting
Upsala College in East Orange, New J ersey, newspaper by BETA PSI. It's on
approach to a "rush" incentive; perhaps i t will
which have recentlv been reactivated.
put ideas into your heads for th e next rush on

7 hose Garnma S,9s
a.re doq9on~
jood at
help,:3 p.ople.

Being a sister··well. it ·s very special to me.
your campus
It's never I or one, you're never alone--it's always we.
And if it's just a friendly talk, or someone to really talk to ··lhere's always someone there . WE ARE .
G... iris who like to get involved w ith pro jects on
It's true friendship••and I'll always know. that they'll always care.
the I UP Campu s and Indiana Com mun ity.
And when someone needs someone else. well. service is the name.
A. . . lways ready t o lend a helpin g hand.
And later th ey·ll tell everyone that Gamma Sigma a lways came.
And someday. maybe. there will be peace among all. for we believe in equality.
M . . . eaningfu l friendships.
Well. we'll still hope and serve, for that's o ur sorority ...
And we know that we'll always be together as one.
M .. . embers of an Organization that believes i n ser·
As sisters. as friends. for all the years lo come.
vice, friendship and equality to everyone.
Jo Charest
Fitchburg State
College Colony

A. . .

rtis t Lecture Series ushers.

S. . .

inc ere.

nto wh at is happen in g and respec ting and ac·
cepti ng people for what th ey are.
G ... ood at usheri ng at football games!

I. . .

1
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About seven weeks ago, four other girls and
myself signed up to pledge for a sorority
called Gamma S igma Sigma.
From talking to some of the sisters, we had
a vague idea of what we were getting into , but
at that time we really didn't know how much it
was going to mean to us when we were
through pledging.
During pledging, th e Sisters gave us all the
things they had promised us, including an
endless amount of support.
As we got to know the Sisters and th e
sorority better. a ll th e ideals and meanings of
Gamma Sigma Sigma shone out and filled us
all with an anxiety that inspired us to recruit
new pledges for the next pledge class as well
as pushing ourselves on to the oncoming end
of our own pledging. When it was finally over,
after three wee ks, we were all filled with a
happiness and a new sense of fullfillment
which we had never experienced before . This
feeling. and the beautiful ceremonies that
followed pledging, inspired our pledge presi·
dent
write the following poem to express
our happiness and gratitude for showing us
the way to Gamma Sig. We'd like to share it
with you, and with all the chapters and
colonies of Gamma Sig, through th e Gamma
Gossip.
Thanks1
Jo Charest
Fitchburg State College
Colony
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Dear Sisters,

Public Relations Aides

M ... indful of each girl's uniqueness.

Hf
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If you need help getting the word out on
yo ur campus about Gamma Sig, then pick up
the phone and call your public relations aide
or write her a letter. That's what they're here
for. Under the direction of Esther Brenner,
Public Relations Director, these aides help you
to get your chapter known throughout the
community. They live in different areas of the
country, so there is one in each region. A list
of these aides can be found in an address list
sent o ut wit h the mass mailing. Remember,
these aides are here to help you.

A. . .

/ways ready to h elp th e Red Cross i n their
blood drives.

S. . .

harers, because that 's what frie nds are for.

I.. .

ndividuals.

G. . . iris, who enjoy a great time be ing with their
fe llow sisters.
M ... ade to get to know better!
A . . . nxious to get to know yo u better, t oo!
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DEIAPEAKE
Using the momentum gained at Convention, Delapeakers were off to a Fall Regional
Conference at BETA BETA at Albright
College in Reading, Pennsylvania. Workshops
were held dealing with Literacy, the March of
Dimes, Public Relations, and Communication.
The chapter was also presented a March of
Dimes award for outstanding service in
connection with a Haunted House project.
ZETA Chapter at Drexel University in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, assisted the Student Planning Board with Freshmen Orienta·
lion and campus parties. Other projects
included working with a Girl Scout troop,
entertaining orphans at Halloween, and
various fund raising projects. An increase in
membership culminated the term.
With the help of Ladybug Alums, BETA
GAMMA Chapter at the University of
Delaware in Newark has been reactivated.
They now have 20 pledges.
Reactivation also took place in another
part of the Region with the help of Mid-Jersey
Shore Alums. At Upsala College in East
Orange, New Jersey, MU is back on the scene
and looking for growth in Gamma Sig.
Sisters of BETA Pl Chapter at Rider
College in Trenton, New Jersey, enjoyed a
pledge banquet, held various projects dealing
with delinquent youths, assisted with homecoming, and attended the Regional.
At Lebanon Valley College in Annville,
Pennsylvania, BETA CHI planned its fifth
annual Helping Hands weekend that takes
place in the spring. The project is done jointly
with Alpha Phi Omega. Sisters also visited
their adopted Grandmother, made favors for
a hospital, and held holiday parties for
children.
LaSalle College In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has been the scene of two dinners
hostessed by DELTA OMEGA. Sisters joined
forces with a local fraternity and held a
dinner-dance for fund-raising purposes. Later
in the term, sisters renewed friendships with
alumnae at a dinner.

GOLDEN WEST
ALPHA OMEGA had a meeting with
several girls interested in joining Gamma Sig
and held a barbecue the following weekend.
Their officers are busy meeting and planning
after a leadership conference held in late ,all.

KIOMA
At Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville, ALPHA EPSILON made $300 when
the sisters sponsored a dance for Muscular
Dystrophy. Other projects included a book
fair, helping at the Blood Drive, Trick or Treat
for UNICEF, a bake sale, and a canned food
drive. For Christmas projects they held a
Swing-a-thon and a Christmas Boutique for
which they made the items for sale.
6

ALPHA PSI at Southeast Missouri State
University in Cape Girardeau had a representative in the Bike-a-thon, worked on the
SEMO District fair, helped at the Blood Drive,
and had a Heritage Ball.
Hostessing a fashion show, serving refreshments at the homecoming dance, and
working with APO on a canned food drive
has kept BETA OMICRON busy at Missouri
Valley College in Marshall. They also sold
football programs and entered a contestant in
the nice legs contest.
In Springfield at Southwest Missouri State
University, DELTA XI took children on a Field
Day, ushered for the Little Theater, held a
crafts booth for MD, built a homecoming float,
organized a Jog-a-thon for Easter seals, and
had a pot luck supper.
EPSILON GAMMA at McKendree College
In Lebanon, Illinois, built a homecoming float,
took favors to a local nursing home, and sold
candy apples at soccer games.
In Warrensburg EPSILON PI of Central
Missouri State University sold sweets for MS,
had a homecoming parade entry, had a dance
marathon entry, and collected for Cystic
Fibrosis.

LONESTAR
ALPHA Chapter at the University of
Houston and the Houston Area Alumnae
Chapter celebrated Founders Day together.
Alpha was responsible for the declaration of
October 9 as Gamma Sigma Sigma Week in
Houston by Fred Hofshering, mayor.
EPSILON !OTA at Bishop College in
Dallas conducted a special worship service at
the Veterans Hospital, assisted with activities
at Thelma Boston School for Handicaps, and
ushered at chapel services. Pledges, sisters,
sponsors, and APO brothers conducted a
special religious service at the Forest Manor
Nursing Home and held fellowship with the
residents afterwards. The chapter was featured in the school newspaper.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
ALPHA TAU at Xavier University, New
Orleans, held a successful rush party in early
October.
erraro Award winning chapter BETA
SIGMA at Western Kentucky University has
made weekly trips to nursing homes, visited a
local girls' club to lead a dance class, a craft
hour, and give piano lessons. The chapter has
ushered at university sponsored events and
prepared weekly mailings for the school
newspaper. With APO brothers, the sisters
took a group from Exceptional Industries to a
football game.
ne a visor is helping the sisters at
GAMMA NU at Alabama A & M University in
Normal, Alabama. The chapter started the
year with a successful rush party.
DELTA ZETA at Auburn University,
Auburn, Alabama, prepared welcome packets
for the phone company, held rush with a Star

Regional Roundup

Wars theme (R2D2 was present), worked at
the infirmary, addressed President Philpott's
Christmas cards, did clerical work at the Red
Cross, and co-hosted a Road Rally. In
addition, they held a china survey with
proceeds going for speech lessons for
mentally retarded children.
DELTA SIGMA sisters at Samford University, Birmingham, Alabama, have been helping at Ensley Daycare Center and at Spain
Rehabilitation Hospital.
At the University of Tennessee--Martin,
EPSILON EPSILON held its annual Pancake
Eating Contest.
At Rust College in Holly Springs, Mississippi, brand new EPSILON TAU chapter had
one sister crowned Miss Rust and another
elected SGA President. Congratulations! In
addition, tr.e sisters helped the elderly in the
community by cleaning houses arid yards.

NORTHERN LAKES
OMEGA chapter at the University of
Wisconsin--Eau Claire assisted the community
blood drive through a phone campaign, had a
bake sale for UNICEF, and met with the
residents of Northern Colony for a Halloween
party complete with pumpkin carving! The
proceeds of a bake sale were donated to the
Leukemia Society. Sisters also worked for the
Easter Seal Handicraft sale.
At the University of Wisconsin--Oshkosh,
ALPHA ALPHA began the semester with a
bake sale for the March of Dimes. Also, sisters
have been ushering and are planning to have
a bingo party for the residents of Pleasant
Acres nursing home.
In Duluth, ALPHA IOTA was recognized
as the Outstanding Service Organization at
the University of Minnesota for the 76-77

:l

school year. A very big congratulations is in
order. The chapter was selected for this honor
over all the other campus organizations. Two
sisters received Bulldog awards for Outstanding Individual Service to UMD. Al sisters in
conjunction with APO planned and ran an All
Dorm Barbeque for the university; and
despite inclement weather, the BBQ was well
received by the students.
ALPHA PI at UW-Stout worked at
Registration, had a Big-Little Sis Tea, gave a
party for the residents of Dunn County Health
Center, and worked with the Mabel Tainter
Library. In addition, the sisters held a car wash
with the APO's for a fund raiser and worked
with them during the Blood Drive.
BETA DELTA at UW-LaCrosse was the
first recipient of the traveling trophy for the
Outstanding Undergraduate Chapter in the
Region. The annual award is an inscribed
silver tray donated by Dairyland Alumnae
Chapter. In addition to hostessing the
Regional Council meeting, sisters participated
in the University Activity Fair, worked for the
Red Cross Bloodmobile, had a broom sale to
raise funds, and gave a Halloween party at St.
Josephs Nursing Home complete with colorful costumes.
Playing the Name Game (helping the
college name certain roads, areas, etc., on
campus), assisting at Freshman Orientation,
giving tours of the school, ushering at the
Globetrotters game, visiting the Presbyterian
home, and working with the Bloodmobile are
some of the many projects keeping BETA
EPSILON at Edinboro State College in
Edinboro, Pennsylvania, busy. In coordination
with the Jaycees, a community recreation
committee, and the Edinboro Mall, the
chapter conducted a Halloween celebration.
Activities included story telling, a magic act,

clowns, games, and refreshments. Quite a bit
of effort goes into this project each year, and
the chapter receives a lot of publicity in local
newspapers because of Its involvement in this.
In addition, one of Beta Epsilon's members
was a finalist in the Homecoming Queen
contest.
At Indiana University of Pennsylvania, the
sisters of BETA PSI sold Halloween favors,
sold T-shirts for the American Cancer Society,
served at monthly dinners for the Senior
Citizens Center, ushered at football games,
stuffed envelopes for Christmas Seals, and
participated in "Mr. Football" for MS. Perhaps
the long list of projects explains why they
accumulated over 590 service hours in just
two months time.
Sponsoring haircuts on campus is a sure
fire fund raiser for GAMMA DELTA at
Duquense University in Pittsburgh. Other
recent projects included working with Muscular Dystrophy and giving Halloween parties.
Northern Lake's newest chapter, EPSILON RHO at the University of Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa, has 20 enthusiastic pledges.
Sisters did the paper work, filing, and
registering for a Blood Pressure Clinic
sponsored by the Student Health Center.
They also won first place in the Ugly Person
on Campus contest sponsored by APO.

SOUTHERN
CHI Chapter at the University of Georgia,
Athens, had a Halloween Carnival with the
Communiversity, ushered at the Heart and B.
B. King concerts, worked at the Blood Drive,
and helped at the University President's
faculty reception. In addition sisters took
coloring books and burlap flowers to the
children's ward at Si. Mary's Hospital and
assisted with the MS Read-a-thon.
At Carson-Newman College in Jefferson
City, Tennessee, GAMMA Pl participated in
numerous projects. They visited Care Inn,
dressed up for Halloween at the children's
hospital in Knoxville, sold donuts, built a
homecoming float, mailed Carson-Newman
information to prospective students, ushered
at pageants, worked election booths for
homecoming, and clean,e d up Cherokee Lake
along with APO. Thal's not all, they also
helped with the St. Jude Roadblock, and I
hope, went to class somewhere between the
many activities.
In Miami EPSILON ETA at Florida
Memorial College had a mixer with Alpha Phi
Omega and sold Clemson soccer buttons. The
sisters also had a session learning to take
blood pressures from the Heart Association.

WOMPI
The sisters of TAU at Penn S\ate
University, University Park, amid collecting for
UNICEF, manning the information booths at
Homecoming, selling stationery, helping
Meals on Wheels, and assisting at the
Bloodmobile, managed to show the Headstart

tots a spooking good time at a Halloween
party. They also hostessed a successful
Sectional.
At Youngstown State University in
Youngstown, Ohio, ALPHA ZETA worked at
the Toys of Love Library for handicapped
children, helped at the Blood Drive, and
worked at registration. In addition, the sisters
helped retarded citizens with crafts, sewing,
and cooking.
Working at the Food Co-Op, conducting a
Hallmark Card Survey, helping with the
United Way Drive, selling Shamrocks for
Dystrophy, and giving a Thanksgiving Party
for the retarded has kept GAMMA RHO at
the University of Pittsburgh busy this past
semester.
At Alma College in Alma, Michigan,
GAMMA SIGMA sisters gave parties for the
underprivileged. They also went Trick or
Treating for UNICEF.

YANKEE
BETA (Brooklyn College, New York),
THETA (Queens College, Flushing, New
York), NU (University of Connecticut, Storrs),
ALPHA NU (Central Connecticut State
College, New Britain), BETA ETA (Suffolk
University, Boston, Massachusetts). and the
FITCHBURG COLONY (Fitchburg State
College, Fitchburg, Massachusetts) all report·
ed that they are busy working on their
pledging programs.
ALPHA THETA at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst is recovering from
Convention and figures with 150 chapters
they won't hostess another convention for
300 years! The chapter's service program got
off to a great start when the dolls given them
by PAC were taken to a local nursing home.
Other projects included the Eye Bank, a
Walk-a-thon for the Heart Association, Bloodmobile, nursing home visits, VA dances,
working with handicapped students on the
campus. and the annual Book Exchange.
For the second year in Oneonta, New
York. at State University College BETA XI
started off its service program by distributing
3800 Mighty Minute packets for the telephone company. The packets contain information on rates, address books. etc. There is
one for each student on campus. Some of the
money earned for this delivery was pledged
during a Muscular Dystrophy telethon.
GAMMA ET A at Utica College in Utica,
New York, had a very busy fall. Sisters
sponsored a service weekend with APO, held
a Pub Night with money earned donated to
the Red Cross, ushered at drama productions,
worked at the Bloodmobile, organized the
Miss Utica College contest in conjunction with
the Social-Cultural Committee at Utica, and
held a dance contest the proceeds of which
went to th e Diabetes Foundation. In addition,
they sponsored the First Annual Holiday
Evening, a Christmas social event for stu·
dents. Future plans include volunteer work at
a local hospital.
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DELTA NU at the University of Maine in
Orono completely revamped the pledge
program to include one p unch party followed
by an Open House held all day in the Student
Union Lo unge. This was followed by a S0's
party where sisters dressed like teeny boppers
and presented a skit about their favorite
service projects.
DELTA UPSILON in Potsdam, New York,
at State University College took part in the fall
orientation program for incoming freshmen.
Sisters also aided the local Easter Seals
Society with an excursion to Star Lake for a
day of festivities with handicapped children.
The pledge class operated the registration
table for a Cancer Society Walk-a -thon.

Bea Segal has been appointed by the
National President as Pledge Coordinator. An
alumna of Zeta, Bea has been active in PAC
and the Region as an aide and in other
functions. Bea works as an accountant.
We welcome these sisters to the NBD and
staff and look forward to working with them.

Report Forms
Report forms are due by January 31. You
should have received these in the mass
mailing.

Gamma Sigs are "D oers"

Address Changes
Several addresses have changed since the
last issue. To keep your mail going in the right
places, be sure and check your latest address
lists.

Ho w many times must a child go to bed witho ut having something to eat?
How many times must the aged feel there's
no one to care whether they live?
How many times must a teenager get into
trouble for lack of a friend?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind.
The answer is blowin' in the wind.

Colony Corner
Prairie View A & M Colony has
adopted a foster child. Also, the members
have helped with tuberculosis screenings,
aided in screening for sickle cell anemia, and
visited an old folks home.
Tennessee State University Colony held
fall rush a nd is planning on wo rking with local
agencies.
Southern University--New Orleans Colony
gave a Halloween party for children at a local
hospital, co-sponsored a project with Alpha
Tau chapter for the Louisiana Association for
Retarded Citizens, went trick or treating for
UNICEF with Loyola Interest Group, and
helped Alpha Phi Omega give a Halloween
dance at a local boys' home.
The University of Florida Colony in
Gainesville held a 12 ho ur Rock-a -then for
MD and raised about $1000.

WORDS FOR ALUfflDAE
How many times must a man sign his name
by using only an "X"?
How many times must the mentally ill suffer
for lack of a visit?
How many times must an unwed mother feel
she has nowhere to turn?

The answer, my friend , is blowin' in the wind.
The answer is blowin' in the wind.
All these and more are he lped every day by
sisters in our sorority.
With time and talents and money they've
raised for college and community.
Gamma Sigma Sigma is what we're called
and we'll help those in need.
The answer, my friend, is found in Gamma
Sig.
The answer is found in Gamma Sig.

Red Cross Youth Clowns entertained children
at the Day Nursery when the Greater Miami
Alumnae Chapter gave a party there.

(Song taken from the Northern Lakes Notes)

New Colony
We would like to cordially welcome the
University of Maine--Machias as a colony of
Gamma Sigma Sigma.

Resignations
Regretfully, Pam Sutherland has resigned
her position as Delapeake Regional Director
for personal reasons related to her nµmerous
other responsibilities.
Also, Kathy Milus resigned as Pledge
Coordinator because of the demands of her
job and related travel.
We will miss Pam and Kathy serving in the
National capacity, but certainly wish them
well.
The National Board of Directors has
elected Barbara Horter as the new Delapeake
Regional Director. An active member of the
New Jersey Shore Alumnae Chapter, Barbara
has worked diligently toward reactivation of
Mu Chapter at Upsala College and as a
Sectional Aide.

Regionals
Don't forget that regionals are an important
part of being a Ga mma Sig. Each member
should have the opportunity to experience
the sisterhood and discussions sh ared within
these conferences. Your chapter will benefit
from it.
Make the most of the upcoming regionals.

EPSILON RHO Chapter proudly presents
one of its members, Joey Galowitsch, as the
winner of the annual Alpha Phi Omega
charity fund drive entitled UPOC (Ugly
Person on Campus). This event was held
during Homeco ming Festivities at the University of Dubuque, Dubuque, Iowa. Donations
went to the Area Residential Care Facility for
the children's Christmas shopping spree. They
note that not all members are as ugly as the
photo suggests.

NE W A DD RESS:

N AME

N A MI:

AD DRE SS

ADDRESS
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Form a Group
We need Gamma Sigs working together
everywhere in the Un ited States. If you are an
Alum-At-Large, please consider forming a
group--it only takes 10 people 'to form an
alumnae chapter.
The Alumnae Director will provide you
with a list of dues-paying alums living in your
area. She will answer your questions, offer
suggestions, and send you informative materials to facilitate the organizational aspects of
starting a group.
Let's not be lonely Gamma Sigs--let's join a
group!

STA TE

ZIP

Cottonboll and Gateway Alumnae
Chapters are hostessing
a Spring Alum.n ae
Conference in St. Louis. If you are interested
in attending the conference, wh ich is to be
held April 21-23, 1978, please contact Nancy
Lewis of the Cotton boll Alums. Her address is
1027 N. Missouri Ave., Cape Girardeau, MO
63701.

The Birmingham Alumnae Colony recently
became the Birmingham Alumnae Chapter.
Nancy Crane presented the charter to
Jennifer J ames, president of the Birmingham
Alums; during the ceremonies.

Welcome
Congratulations to our alumnae sisters in
Birmingham. In October, they became the
Birmingham Alumnae Chapter.

Alumnae-at-large
Alumnae-at-large, please drop a note to
Nancy Crane. She would like to have a
column in the upcoming issues concerning
your whereabouts and doings. You may find
some Gamma Sigs in your area that you
never knew were there.

Spring
Alumnae Conference

Don't Get Lost
OLD ADDRESS:

Yes, we are "doers," and remain so
throughout our college days. Must we stop
doing things just because we graduate?
The answer my friend is "NO"!! We do not
have to give up Gamma Sig and all it stands
for. No matter how far behind us our college
years are, Gamma Sigma Sigma still offers
active status to alumnae which permits
continued involvement in the projects, programs, and functions of our sorority.
Remember, GSS also stands for "Graduates Staying in Service."

Charlotte Mendoza (center), a past National
President, gives treats to the children at the
Day Nursery. S he was in town visiting and
came by to help th e Miami Alums. Charlotte is
an alumnae-at-large.

Nancy Lewis (right), p resident of Cottonboll
Alumnae Chapter, and Ginny Robert (left),
vice president, present puppets to Mrs. Lee
Brenne man n, nursing coordinator at the
newly established Children's Specialty Care
Unit of the St. Francis Medical Center. The
puppets are to be given to the children during
their stay at thE' unit.
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Fair with undergraduates
Gateway Alumnae Chapter will co-spon·
sor with Cottonboll Alumnae Chapter an
Alumnae Conference in the Spring.
Recently the Chapter has been busy with
other projects. The alums hostessed a
Regional Founders Day Banquet, made smile
books for a local children's hospital, and
worked on the SEMO District Fair with local
chapter Alpha Psi.
Future plans include working on a project
with Alpha Epsilon and working with SLARC
(St. Louis Association for Retarded Children).

Candy bags
The Wheatheart Alumnae Chapter made
Halloween candy bags for a Day Care Center.
In the future, they plan to make smile
books for a pediatrics ward and have a Toys
for Tots project.

Thanksgiving feast
On the weekend before Thanksgiving, the
Greater Baltimore Alumnae Chapter held its
annual Thanksgiving feast for the elderly. A
large reception hall was rented, sisters did all
of the cooking and decorating, and the guests
were provided transportation from their
residences. Following the dinner, they had a
sing-a-long and returned the guests to their
homes.

Increasing membership
The Atlanta Area Alumnae Chapter had
a busy fall. After losing three active sisters,
membership became a top priority. However,
three new active members and two new
inactive members have joined the chapter.
The first project of the year was a Current
Inc. stationery sale on which profits exceeded
one hundred dollars.
The chapter has adopted a Nursing Home
where the members put up a Bulletin Board
and a monthly calendar. Also, they are
furnishing the prizes for a monthly Bingo
party at the nursing home.
Alphabet coloring books were made for a
Day Care Center.
Future plans include working with battered
women and unwed mothers, a flower sale,
and, of course, Literacy.

Busy, busy, busy
Members of Dairyland Alumnae Chapter
worked with the Jerry Lewis Muscular
Dystrophy Telethon. They worked in legibility
routing, as messengers, and answering telephones. They also donated fifty-five dollars,
part of which came from the aluminum that
was turned over to Reynolds Aluminum.
Finding it very worthwhile, they hope to do
this project again next year.
The September meeting found them at the

Fox Valley Girl Scout Office in Appleton
where they pasted pre-gummed labels on
6000 letters for the Girl Scouts. They also
spent a Saturday at Waukesha North High
School reorganizing the reading center's
paperback library.
October brought thoughts of Halloween
and a party for the Milwaukee County
Institutions Center for Emotionally Disturbed
Children. Activities included making seasonal
drawings, wall hangings and masks, several
"Pumpkin Carols" (sung by the Dairylanders
and the kids), and a feast of punch,
homemade cookies, and treat bags.
In late Fall members worked with Children's Book Week and a craft project at the
Forest Home Branch of the Milwaukee
County Library. In addition, they prepared for
their annualfund-raiser--participationin a local
craft fair.

Dough ornaments
Making dough ornaments to sell, having a
plant sale, and helping senior citizens scrub,
clean, and paint made it quite a busy fall for
the Indianapolis Alumnae Chapter.

Craft sale
Bluebonnet Alumnae made $71.32 at a
craft sale in Arlington, Texas. Among the
items sold were tooth fairy pillows, baked
goods, Christmas tree ornaments, decorated
crocks, needlepoint, and finger puppets.
In mid-October, members participated in
an open house at John Peter ·smith Hospital
in Fort Worth.
Other projects included a Senior Citizen's
Fair, Halloween masks and candy sacks for
John Peter Smith Hospital, and Christmas
candy cane stick horses for needy children.

wallets and coin pouches for patients at the
South Florida State Mental Hospital.
Thanksgiving baskets were made for
needy families.
To round out the year, a Christmas party
complete with entertainment from Red Cross
youth clowns was held at a local day care
center.

Sorting files
A 25th Anniversary luncheon was held by
the Philadelphia Area Chapter to celebrate
Founders Day.
For Halloween, the alums gave an annual
party and puppet show to a local school.
PAC, along with Ladybug Alums and
l\1id-Jersey Shore Alums, have volunteered to
sort the National files.
With the profit made from the raffle of the
doll centerpieces at Convention, PAC voted
to buy subscriptions of The New Woman
magazine for four women's prisons in the
Delaware Valley.

Greater Miami Alums remembered Founders Day at a luncheon. Guests included
Marvyn Glover, a founding sister.
Miami sisters are also busily working on

The Cotton boll Alums ended their summer
activities with a family picnic topped off with
homemade ice cream.
In September, the members were invited
to the home of Mrs. Marga~et Kuster, our
1977 Woman of the Year, for a delicious
lunch.
They traveled to St. Louis in October to
celebrate Founders Day with the Gateway
Alumnae Chapter. Centerpieces for the
banquet were made by Cottonboll members.
Sisters created individual Christmas corsages for the ladies at Ratliff Nursing Home.
They presented them while caroling at the
home in December.
Plans include making more puppets for the
children at St. Francis Medical Center.

Founders' Day in San Francisco
Poppy State Alumnae held their Founders
Day meeting nestled in the wooded hills of
San Francisco. Gay Bryner and Jan Cox

revised and then compiled a number of
Gamma Sig ceremonies for the observance. It
served to remind members of history, symbols
and meanings, and orientation as members of
Gamma Sig. Present at the ceremonial table
was the chapter's brand new charter.
The sisters held a Christmas program for
the needy.
Winter and Spring plans include heavy
work on expansion, a national project activity,
and a Spring Regional.

to a waste paper company and earn about
$200 a year. The money is used to finance
service projects.
Other projects which kept the group busy
included hostessing a picnic at the Shriner's
Hospital for crippled children, collecting
aluminum cans for recycling, and collecting
cancelled stamps.
·
·
Order your Alumnae Cookbook now
from Nancy Crane, Alumnae Director.
Be sure to include the following:

Recycling paper
Houston Alumnae Chapter sponsored a
Bingo party for the elderly at Herman Manor.
Sisters furnished the goodies and the prizes.
While at the Herman Park Garden Center,
members planted 15 dozen bulbs and
followed up with a pizza party.
They managed the refreshment stand at a
"Recreational Rally" for the blind.
Houston members also recycle used
computer cards and paper donated by
Marathon Oil Company. They sell the paper

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

Please send me
cookbook(s) at
$2.00 each. Make check payable
to Gamma Sigma Sigma.

Reactivation support
The Mid-Jersey Shore Alumnae chapter is
working hard to reactivate Delta Lambda
Chapter at Ocean County College in New
Jersey and Mu Chapter at Upsala College
also in New Jersey. They have sent out
hundreds of letters and have met with many
people. We wish them the best of luck!

MD Carnival

Twin Cities Alumnae Chapter worked very
hard at reactivating Omicron Chapter.
Now the alums are going to try their hand
at selling Current Inc. stationery.
The sisters were asked to teach the First
'
Aid
Course for the Red Cross to the "Little
Collecting and decorating
People".
Activity boxes filled with books, puzzles,
Grapevine Alumnae collected o ld textbooks for the county jail, made Touch Posters brainteasers, paper and pencils, balloons,
decorated a holiday tree, and worked at a smalJ toys, etc., were made for patients at
Gillette Hospital.
craft fair.
A carnival for MD was held in Columbia
Heights where tickets were sold for five cents.
Literacy plans
They made fifty-nine dollars. Just think how
Nutmeg Alumnae Chapter made ceramic many tickets that isl
pins for bingo party gifts and prepared a
Thanksgiving basket for the Ansonia area.
Collecting toys
In December the alums collected toys for
the children at Newington Hospital and made
Sisters of the· Youngstown Area Alumnae
cookie and candy trees for local hospitals and
Chapter are working with the Toys of Love
clinics.
Library in Youngstown, collecting toys for the
They are making plans for working with
Children's Hospital, and visiting the area
several pre-schools and agencies in the
nursing home.
Connecticut area on literacy.
Also, they will hostess the WOMPI
Regional in the spring.

Fall projects

Picnics and celebrations

----------------,,
,
Remember...
Next Deadline

Alumnae Chapters
ATLANTA AREA

DAIRYLAND

INDIANAPOLIS

PINE TREE

Mrs. Phyllis Hood
5006 Warwick Ave.
Tucker, GA 30084

Mrs. Kathy Lehman
122 North Main Street
Oconomowac, WI 53066

Ms. Sandy Hackler
5565 W. Bertha Street
Indianapolis, IN 46241

Mrs. Page Chaloult
Red #3 Box 245
Bangor, ME 04401

BAY STATE

GATEWAY

LADYBUG

POPPY STATE

Ms. Mimi Edel
40 Sierra Rd. Apt. C
Hyde Park, MA 02136

Ms. Maureen Tobin
4739B Spring
St. Louis, MO 63108

Mrs. Carla Pyle
115 Woodshade Dr.
Newark, DE 19702

BIRMINGHAM

GRAPEVINE

METROPOLITAN

Ms. Jennifer James
2620-K Niazuma Ave.
Birmingham, AL 35205

Ms. Kathy Pernisek
Box 76
Edinboro, PA 16412

Ms. Diane Bowser
395 Fourth Street
Brooklyn, NY 1121,5

BLUEBONNET

GREATER BALTIMORE

MID-JERSEY SHORE

Ms. Elaine Blood
613 Evendale
Bedford, TX 76021

Mrs. E. Carletha Grant
3565 Conchita Drive
Ellicott City, Md 21043

Ms. Betty Fowlie
45 Viola Ave.
Leonardo, NJ 07737

BLUEGRASS

GREATER MIAMI

NUTMEG

WHEATHEART

Mrs. Rose Davis
Rt. 2 Box 149
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Mrs. Barbara Mautner
9820 S. W. 73 St.
Miami, FL 33173

Mrs. Mary Lou Edwards
778 Old Stratfield Rd.
Fairfield, CT 06430

Ms. Shirley Harrold
3104-A Curtis Drive
Amarillo, TX 79109

HOUSTON

PHILADELPHIA

YOUNGSTOWN

Ms. Liz Muegge
4301 Bissonnet #36
Bellaire, TX 77401

Ms. Jan Smith
3439 Ryan Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19136

Ms. Marge Hanisko
643 Dumont
Campbell, OH 44405

Ms. Judy Lambert
P. 0. Box 134
Hilmar, CA 95324
TWIN CITIES

Ms. Judy Schulze
4858 Nottingham Place
Shoreview, MN 55112
WASHINGTON, D.C.

COTTONBOLL

Ms. Nancy Lewis
1027 North Missouri
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701

Ms. Robyn DeShields
723 6th St., N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

is February 28
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sunshine and happiness
on your birthday
and always!
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BOWLING GREEN DAY CARE CENTER
TELEPHONE

< 5 02

l

FULL EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION

8 42-693 3

TELEPHONE

< 5 02 I

7 81 -4353

5 16 THIR D ST REET

BOWLING G REE N. KENTUCKY 42101

G3.lTillW. S::..gma Slgmc. ~orority
,:ester11 i(A tucky University
Bm-1l ing Green, Ky. 4210~

It i s indeed impossibl e to tell you how deepl ., we do appr eciate
all o1 the time and effort ~ ou have put into the Bowb• g Gree· DJ.:,
C::i.re Center +hese pa::,t months . Your wee!<ly visits have me~- t so much
to the children and they wil l miss you very much .
You h ve done so many nice th~nes for them and with them and you
h we made them feel ' extra- special. 1 .le thank you for everythin3 - but
most of al l ue than'c you for Jour j nterest in and co 1cern for our
chil dren . It is people like you who make the d~y care c enter -1 success
3.nd .-re hope you ·-1or.. 1 t for get us .
3ach o' ~-ou hiwe a love l ;;r sUJ'L.-rner - you de::,erve it.
forcet us .

Please , don I t

Si11cerely,

/ 7

/~

,d ~

1• e D. 3.c?es, .Supervivor
Bm-rli-r ; Green DJ.., CJre Cer,ter

J

Bowling Green Day Care Center I s Sponsored By T he Ftdl Employm ent Commission
An O perating A gency Of Community D evelopm ent
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